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Chemistry

I Chemistry: structure, properties and behaviour of molecules

I Composition and structure
I why are molecules never worn down?

I Stability and reactivity
I why are some compounds stable and others not?

I Interactions with radiation
I why are molecules destroyed by UV radiation but not by visible light?
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Atoms: nuclei and electrons

I A heavy positive nucleus surrounded by light negative electrons

I The electrons repel one another but are attracted to the nucleus
I why does the atom not collapse to one neutral particle, emitting energy?
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Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle (1927)

I Nuclei and electrons are quantum-mechanical particles

I In quantum mechanics, measurable quantities are not always sharply defined

I an electron cannot have precise position and precise velocity simultaneously

∆x∆p = (uncertainty in position) × (uncertainty in momentum) ≥
~
2

I it therefore cannot come to rest on the nucleus but must buzz around it

I A lowest-energy state – the ground state – is found with a smeared out electron
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Schrödinger equation (1926)

I The electron in the hydrogen atom can exist in certain states

I each state is characterized by an energy En and wave function Ψn(r)

I The possible energies and states are enumerated with quantum number n

E1 < E2 < E3 · · ·
I the lowest-energy state Ψ1 is the ground state, the remaining are excited states

I All states are found by solving the Schrödinger equation

− ~2

2me

( ∂2Ψn
∂x2 + ∂2Ψn

∂y2 + ∂2Ψn
∂z2

)
− Ze2

4πε0r
Ψn = EnΨn, n = 1, 2, . . .

I Here are some hydrogen wave functions – what is their meaning?
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Wave functions, standing waves, and quantization
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Interpretation of the wave function (1926)

I The wave function Ψn describes the system completely

ĤΨn = EΨn, n = 1, 2, . . . (Schrödinger equation)

I the quantum number uniquely determines the system
I therefore all water molecules in the ground state are indistinguishable
I there is no wear and tear in quantum mechanics

I The accepted interpretation was given by Max Born

I the wave function is not a physical wave and cannot be observed
I the squared wave function Ψ2 tells us where the electron is likely found

I The ground-state hydrogen electron is close to the nucleus
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Excited states of the hydrogen atom

I There are infinitely many excited states of higher energy
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Quantum leaps

I Atoms and molecules exist in certain allowed states

I they can perform quantum leaps between the allowed states
I during these transitions, energy is conserved by emitting or absorbing photons
I these photons correspond to radiation of a given frequency (energy)

I A quantum leap completely changes the system

I such transitions occur instantaneously and cannot be predicted with 100% certainty
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Schrödinger’s cat

I Uncertainties and probabilities pervade quantum mechanics
I the cat is dead and alive before observation
I the cat is dead or alive after observation
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Atomic and molecular spectra

I Each atom or molecule has a set of energy levels

ĤΨn = EnΨn, n = 1, 2, . . .

I Photons are emitted or absorbed during quantum leaps between these levels

I Each atom and each molecule has a therefore characteristic spectrum: fingerprint

I Such spectra are an important source of information about the systems
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Chemical bonding

I How do neutral atoms bind to form molecules?
I electrons in the internuclear region will pull the nuclei together
I electrons outside the internuclear region will pull the nuclei apart

I Chemical bonding therefore depends on the electronic state
I in bonding states we have increased electron density between the nuclei
I in dissociative states we have reduced electron density between the nuclei
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Many-body problem

I Quantum mechanics provide the laws that govern molecules
I can it be used to calculate molecular energies, properties, reactions, etc?

I In quantum chemistry, we solve the Schrödinger equation for molecules
I can such numerical calculations replace experimental measurements?
I Egil Hylleraas solved the Schrödinger equation accurately for helium (1929)
I in molecules the large number of particles makes it difficult: many-body

problem

“The underlying laws necessary for the mathematical treatment of a large part of
physics and the whole of chemistry are thus completely known and the difficulty is
only that the exact application of these laws leads to equations that are too
complicated to be soluble.” Paul Dirac (1927)
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Electronic Computers

I Help came from unexpected quarters. . .

I ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer) (1946)
I the world’s first programmable electronic computer
I 20,000 vacuum tubes, 27 metric tons, 357 multiplications per second

I four of the original six programmers of ENIAC
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Supercomputers

I Supercomputers such as Cray were developed in the 1970s and 1980s
I Cray-2 at Minnesota Supercomputer Centre (1986)

I iPhone 7 (257 GFLOPS) is more powerful than Cray 2 (1.9 GFLOP)
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Massively parallel computers

I Sunway TaihuLight (Wuxi, China) runs at 93 PFLOPS
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From simple to complex systems

I Thirty years ago we could deal with a few atoms...

I Today we routinely study several hundred atoms
I even biological systems containing thousands of atoms
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Chemistry and computation

“The more progress sciences make, the more they tend to enter the

domain of mathematics, which is a kind of centre to which they all converge.

We may even judge the degree of perfection to which a science has arrived by

the facility with which it may be submitted to calculation.”

Adolphe Quetelet, 1796–1874

“Every attempt to employ mathematical methods in the study of chemical

questions must be considered profoundly irrational. If mathematical analysis

should ever hold a prominent place in chemistry—an aberration which is

happily impossible—it would occasion a rapid and widespread degradation of

that science.”

August Comte, 1798–1857
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Computation: “the third way”

I Numerical simulation are performed in many areas of science and engineering
I physics, astrophysics, chemistry, geology, climate modelling
I weather forecasting, reservoir simulations, flight simulations, car design
I predictive modelling reduces testing: simulation-based science and engineering

I Simulations are the ‘third way’, in addition to theory and experiment
I simulations have become an important part of discovery

I Quantum-chemical simulations are used for many purposes
I experiments can be expensive, difficult or dangerous to carry out
I observations can be difficult to understand or interpret
I computation can substitute or complement experiment
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Example: molecular structure

I An important property of molecules is their three-dimensional structure
I many experimental methods have been developed to determine molecular structure

I Today, structures of small molecules are typically determined by computation
I a comparison of calculated (blue) and measured (black) structures

Examples  
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Example: vibrational spectroscopy

I Molecules vibrate at characteristic infrared frequencies
I these frequencies are useful for identifying molecules

I For new compounds, computation can be of great help
I the new compound C2H2Si had been isolated, but what is its structure?

silapropadienylidene (top) or silacyklopropyne (bottom)

Sherrill et al.14 Recently, frozen-core CCSD!T"/cc-pVTZ
calculations of six C2H2Si isomers were reported by Ikuta et
al.15 to determine equilibrium structures, ionization poten-
tials, and electron affinities. The authors also identified an-
other silacyclopropenylidene 4 as a minimum on the poten-
tial energy surface !PES". In case of the isoelectronic CNHSi
family, Maier et al.9 found the bent chain HSiCN !7" to be
the global minimum on the PES followed by the chain mol-
ecule HSiNC !8" and cyclic azasilacyclopropenylidene !9", a
result confirmed by more recent theoretical studies.16,17

The present paper reports results of high-level ab initio
calculations of selected molecular properties of singlet
C2H2Si and CNHSi structural isomers. In detail the study
comprises the determination of molecular equilibrium struc-
tures obtained at the CCSD!T" level of theory18 using Dun-
ning’s hierarchy of correlation consistent basis sets19–22 and
evaluation of harmonic and anharmonic force fields at se-
lected levels of theory to determine centrifugal distortion
constants, vibration-rotation interaction constants, and har-
monic as well as fundamental vibrational frequencies. For
molecules for which sufficient laboratory isotopic data are
available, i.e., c-C2H2Si !1" and H2CCSi !2", the combina-

tion of experimental ground state rotational constants and
rotation-vibration interaction constants !i

A,B,C from theory
has been used to evaluate empirical equilibrium structures
re

emp. Additionally, for energetically higher lying C2H2Si and
CNHSi structural isomers the combination of theoretical
equilibrium rotational and rotation-vibration interaction con-
stants is used to predict accurate ground-state rotational con-
stants. The determination of fundamental vibrational fre-
quencies permitted a qualitative comparison against infrared
data from matrix isolation experiments for more than half a
dozen molecules of the sample. Additionally, spectroscopi-
cally important parameters such as dipole moments and 14N
nitrogen quadrupole coupling constants have been calcu-
lated.

The molecules studied here are promising candidates for
future laboratory spectroscopic studies in particular by
FTMW spectroscopy.

II. THEORETICAL METHODS

Quantum chemical calculations were performed with the
2005 Mainz-Austin-Budapest version of ACESII

23 employing
coupled-cluster !CC" theory24 in its variant CCSD!T".18

Some calculations were performed using the development
version of CFOUR

25 at Mainz with its recent parallel imple-
mentation of CC energy and first- and second-derivative
algorithms26 and calculations at the CCSDT!Q"27,28 level
were performed with the string-based many-body code
MRCC29 which has been interfaced to CFOUR. In the frozen-
core !fc" approximation, Dunning’s d augmented correlation
consistent basis sets cc-pV!X+d"Z19 with X=T and Q were
employed for the silicon atom and standard basis sets
cc-pVXZ20 for hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen #denoted as
CCSD!T" /cc-pV!X+d"Z in the following$. For calculations
correlating all electrons the basis sets cc-pCVXZ21,22 and
their weighted variants cc-pwCVXZ22 with X=T, Q, and 5
were used, the former type, however, only for the structural
optimization of a subsample of molecules — c-C2H2Si !1",
H2CCSi !2", HSiCN !7", and HSiNC !8" — to study differ-
ences in its performance against the weighted basis sets.

Equilibrium geometries were calculated using analytic
gradient techniques.30 Harmonic and anharmonic force fields
were calculated using analytic second-derivative
techniques31,32 followed by additional numerical differentia-
tion to calculate the third and fourth derivatives needed for
the anharmonic force field.32,33 While the CCSD!T"/cc-
pVQZ level of theory has been found to yield molecular
force fields of very high quality and is hence often used as
the level of choice in these calculations !e.g., Refs. 34–36", it
is computationally !rather" demanding for larger molecules
and/or molecules carrying second row elements such as
those studied here. At the same time it has been shown on a
number of occasions, that accurate empirical equilibrium
structures are obtained also with zero-point vibrational cor-
rections computed using smaller basis sets such as cc-pVTZ
!see, e.g., Refs. 37–41". As a consequence, the force fields in
the present study were calculated at the CCSD!T" /cc-pV!T
+d"Z level of theory in the fc approximation for the total
sample of 12 molecules. For a subsample of those, the two
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FIG. 1. !Color online" C2H2Si !left column" and CNHSi !right column"
structural isomers investigated here. c-C2H2Si !1" and HSiCN !7" are the
global minima on the C2H2Si and CNHSi potential energy surfaces, respec-
tively. The isomers are ordered from bottom to top according to their rela-
tive stability. All molecules are planar except for 5 where the HSiH and
CSiC planes are arranged perpendicularly.

214303-2 S. Thorwirth and M. E. Harding J. Chem. Phys. 130, 214303 !2009"

Author complimentary copy. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Experiment

I a comparison with computed spectra shows that the structure is cyclic
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Example: reaction mechanisms
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Example: exhaustion of the Schrödinger equation

Atomization energies (kJ/mol)

RHF SD T Q rel. vib. total experiment error
HF 405.7 178.2 9.1 0.6 −2.5 −24.5 566.7 566.2±0.7 0.5
N2 482.9 426.0 42.4 3.9 −0.6 −14.1 940.6 941.6±0.2 −1.1
F2 −155.3 283.3 31.6 3.3 −3.3 −5.5 154.1 154.6±0.6 −0.5
CO 730.1 322.2 32.1 2.3 −2.0 −12.9 1071.8 1071.8±0.5 −0.0

Bond distances (pm)

RHF SD T Q 5 rel. theory exp. err.
HF 89.70 1.67 0.29 0.02 0.00 0.01 91.69 91.69 0.00
N2 106.54 2.40 0.67 0.14 0.03 0.00 109.78 109.77 0.01
F2 132.64 6.04 2.02 0.44 0.03 0.05 141.22 141.27 −0.05
CO 110.18 1.87 0.75 0.04 0.00 0.00 112.84 112.84 0.00

Harmonic constants (cm−1)

RHF SD T Q 5 rel. theory exp. err.
HF 4473.8 −277.4 −50.2 −4.1 −0.1 −3.5 4138.5 4138.3 0.2
N2 2730.3 −275.8 −72.4 −18.8 −3.9 −1.4 2358.0 2358.6 −0.6
F2 1266.9 −236.1 −95.3 −15.3 −0.8 −0.5 918.9 916.6 2.3
CO 2426.7 −177.4 −71.7 −7.2 0.0 −1.3 2169.1 2169.8 0.7
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Human vision
I Human vision occurs as a result of quantum leaps in the retinal molecule

I an incoming photon is excites a retinal molecule
I the molecule relaxes, generating a signal transmitted to the brain

I Humans can detect photons in a certain frequency range
I different colours correspond to different energies of the photons
I single photons can be observed!
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Infrared human vision
I Infrared photons have too little energy to excite retinal and cannot be detected

I nevertheless, humans can perceive infrared light – if sufficiently intense

I It occurs by the simultaneous absorption of two infrared photons
I when simultaneously absorbed, two IR photons provide the same energy as one visible

I The process has been described in detail by computation
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DNA damage

I Photons that are more energetic than visible photons can cause damage

I photons not only excite but even ionize molecules
I damage may be reparable or non-reparable
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Aurora: atomic processes

I Aurora occurs as excited N and O atoms in the outer atmosphere emit photons
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Example: chemistry in astrophysics

I Conditions in the universe are typically very different from those on earth
I these conditions cannot be created in laboratories
I molecules under such conditions must be studied on computers

I Molecular clouds are cool dense regions of the interstellar medium
I contain molecular hydrogen, helium and small amounts of other molecules
I low density allow very reactive molecules to exist
I H+

3 , H–C≡C–C≡C–C≡C–C≡C–C≡C–C≡N, C=C=C, C3Si (cyclic)

I Neutron stars are remnants of gravitational collapse of massive stars
I extreme densities and magnetic fields 1012 stronger than on earth
I chemistry is dominated by magnetic rather than electric interactions
I oblong atoms, long chains of hydrogen atoms and helium molecules
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Spectra from white dwarfs

I White dwarfs are burned out suns

I they are massive as the sun but small as the earth
I many white dwarfs have extremely strong magnetic fields
I their spectra cannot be interpreted without without computation
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I Computation help us understand an alien world

I exotic chemistry of compressed, squeezed, twisted molecules
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